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Dear Senator Hleinz•
This report responds to your December '5, 1988, request that we review
the use of US. bituminous and anthracite coal at Department of Defense
(now'
r'-i•ities in the Federal Republic of Germany (Germany). The
- eplon prov.ides the results of our efforts to independently verify the
accuracy of DoD-reported coal inventory data as of April 1, 1988. Septemn. -r 30. 1988, and December 31.1988. It also discusses the a-curacy
of DOO's current and projecL'd coal consumption data for these facilities.
DOD had reported that between April 1, 1988, and December 31, 1988. it
had between 306,000 and 419,000 tons of UL. antihracite and bituminous coal stored ir Germany. Roughly two-hirds of that amount was
anthracite coal.

!esults in Brief

We reviewed six coal-handng locations that accounted for 72 to 79 percent of the total 'US. coal (bituminous and anthracite) between April
and December 1988. We verified Dos reported data for one locationthe central coal storage facility at Rheinau. which contains about 60 percent of all I T.S. coal stored in Germany.
We could not verify the official inventory recoeds at the other five ho-ations we visited-two Air Force and three Army locations---for the following reasons. The Air Force had not conducted required physical
inventories of coal in recent years and special inventories performed for
us showed significant inventory-related problems. For example, at one
Air Force location the amount of anthracite coal on hand exceeded the
totals on the official records by 56 percent. At the other Air Force location. the special inventory did not provide accurate data that could be
compared to the official records because the coal piles -auld not be properly shaped due to a lack of storage space caused by accumulathd exclss
coal.
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We did not accept the inventory data at the three Army locatiom as
accurate for two reason& First, past audits of coal operations adcdki
inventory practices at Army installations had identified a nuerod
deficiencies tit could affect inventory accurmcy. Secos.. becatueo the
cost and time constraints, the Aimy was unable to conduct special
inventories to verify the data.
In responding to our draft report. Doi) acknowledged the defciencie disclosed by past audits, and mated that the Army had instituted cmxctive actions to improve coal inventory procedures. ow indicated tl the
ctxrent inventories at these locations are now accurate. Howewr. w follow-up audit had been done to substantiate the extent of any miprwements made.
DOOs coal consumption data for fiscal year 1988 appeared to be acmi maihaked
rate since it matched the data reported on sow,-re duo
mwcs
at the installations and their commands. Coal consumpticmon
for fiscal years 1989 through 1992 also appeared to be reasobe.. They
were based on 1988 coal consumption data and .hey reasmably
reflected scheduled dates for corverting exist~g heating systems fmin
coal to other sources of energy.
According to reported Do coal inventory and consumption data. asd
September 30. 1988. Poo had sufficient anthracite coal on hand to soisfy projected demands through at least fiscal year 1993. given thatm
additional heating plant conversions other than those already apmed
occer and no additional shipments of coal occur. If pla-,-wd
are added, the on-hand inveritory will satisfy demands through fisea
year 1994. These estimates could change, given the potential coal mimitory data inaccuracies affecting about 40 percent of the total, the i.
mentation of 27 conversions certified by the Secretary of [r)ie,ls to be
in the best interest of the nation between fiscal years 1992 and 1993.
and the uncertainty of actual conversion dates. On the other hand. aditional shipments of bituminsmm coal are needed during fiscal year l980
and beyond to satisfy projected demands.
Atcording to oDo. as of September 30, 1988, its facilities in Germany had
a miniimum of a :,-year supply of anthracite coal on hand. It said that
these stocks will probably last longer, since only aut-si'ed anthrwitr
Year
ye"MOA-0. ý,,iait bizes of anthracite will lot
1i0! - ,'nsurcd by f
at least until fiscal year 1998, at projected levels of use.
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A more detailed discussion of our fimdings and inventory data can be
found in appendixes I through VI. Our objectiv-• ýcope, and met'.doogy are described in appendix VU.

ency Comments

gDoDenerally concurred with GAO'S rlmdings (sK

app. VIII) but sug-

gested several clarifications. which we have incorporated in the report
where appropriate.

Unless you publicly announce its contents eartier. we plan ro further
distribution of this report until 5 days from the date of this letter. At
that time, we will send copies to the Chairmen. House ind Senate Committees on Appropriations and on Armed Services; the Secretaries of
Defense, the Army, and the Air Force; the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and other interested parties. We will also make copies
available to others upon request.
GAo staff members who made majr contributions to this report are
listed in appendix IX. If you have any question-, please call me on (202)
275-8412.
Sincerely yours.

Donna M. Heivilin

Director. Logistics Issues
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p~endix I

J.S. Coal Inventory and Consumption in the
'ederal Republic of Germany
After World War !1.the US. forces in Germany acquired over 1.000
boilers to heat buildings, about 90 percent of which were hand fired by
German coal and then later with US. anthracite coal. Late,- the Department of Defense (DoD) began modernizing some older s)stems with automatic controis and insulation and converting cthers to more efficient or
local heating systems. Some of the older anthracite-fueled boilers have
been teplaced by boilers fueled with bituminous coal, oil. gas. or energy
provided by local utility companies.
Military installations (e.g.. shops, barracks, and housing areas) it. Germany use tw types of coaL anthracite and bitumninous. Anthracite is
the harder grade of coal and bituminois is a soft coal. Burning bituminous coal is estimated to be as much as 40 percent cheaper th-.an burning
anthracite coal
Dow-wide energy consumption data for heating military installations in
Germany were not readily available. Hlowever, the Army reported that
during fiscal year 1988 coal comprised about 26 percent (anthracite. 12
percent; and bituminous. 14 percent); oil, 38 percent; local utilities, 29
percent; and natural gas. 7 percent, of its actual heating energy
consumption.
coo plans to convert most of the remaining heating systems that burn
US. coal to other energy sour-s. However, the conversions are only
partially completed because of congressional restrictions dating back to
fiscal yerr 1972. Most recently, the Defense Appropriations Act of fiscal
year 198C did not permit the expenditure of funds to convert DoD facilities from coal to other energy sources until 90 days after a study on the
econor-jc consequences of using US. coal at Doo installations in Europe
ws .vnmpleted.' However, the act also permits conversions if the Secretary of Defense kertifies in writing that the conversions are in the best
lterest of the nation. On August 7, 1989, the Secretary certified that 27
convtrsions met this criteria.
Burying iial has become a sensitive political issue. Both the '.S. and
,ermangel .'rnments are concerned about the environmental impact
iscwiatd with burning coal. The coal industry is worried abolt khiin~g
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business, while the Congress is apprehensive about economic and perceived security" consequences associated with converting from coal to
other energy sources.

pment,,

DO)o
facilities in Germany can obtain coal from any US. miue if the coal
meets aoo)'s contract specifications and price guidelines. In recent years,

tribution, and

.Aneicancoal shipped to Germany has come mainly from Pennsylvania.

nagement of Oa

Wes•vurnia. and Kentucky. The Military Sealift Command ships the
coal fron Norfolk. Virgini, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. to Amsterdam -r Rotterdam in the Netherlands or Antwerp, Belgium.
Once the coal arrives, DoDo contractors transport the coal by barge, railcar. or truck to defense facilities in Germany. Contractors off-load the
coal from ships in European ports and transport it by barge directly to
Rheinau. The principal destination is the Fixed Facility Fuels Division at
Rheinau (ixx's central coal storage facility in Germany) managed by the
200th Theater Army Materiel Management Center. The Rheinau coal
facility distributes the coal by barges, raikars, or trucks to various
Army communities and Air Force bases as needed. In 1988, Rheinau
shipped C9.598 metric tons of coal-3,818 metric tons by barges; 5,5755
metric tons by railcar; and 60,225 meti ic tons by trucks. For other storage destinations. contractors may transport coal from the European
ports directly to the applicable location, or via various commercial
-ransshipment points along the Rhine River. Figure 1.1 shows the distributioa network of coal in Europe.
Contractom trans'er the coal to DoD at the Rheinau central storage facility or other applicab,, locations. including the commercial transship-

menL points. Before accepting the coal, military representatives review
official documents and inspect and analyze the coal to verify quantity
and quality. Coal yard personnel also visually inspect the coal for type
and size onsistency and for evidence of impurities and pilferage. Aos an
additional check, these officials send some coal samples to labonraories
for further analysis.

"The( '.S. Eunrpean Comman.d and two of its major ctvmmanats-- ".S.
Arn:y. Europe. and U".S. Air Force. Europe-are restx)nsible for overall
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cific management function%to the 1NX)th Theater Army Materiel Man-

agt-ment Center. Fixed Facility Ftiels Division, Rheinaui. The Rheinau
faclit-'smangement responiibilities include
*receiving'. issuing. acctostnt ing for. and invento -yingcoal at Rheinait;
*maintaining a coal r-es&rve for the Army and Air Force in Germnaiy;
*dev.eloping tpolicy for coal operation.% at Army locatioms in Germany;
*in~specting coal ope-rations and training coal handlers: and
*determining the rnilitaryv\ total annual coal requin'ments in Gernmany by
obtaining~and consolidating input from the various Army and Air Force
installat ions that list, c(;aI.
The Army commimitit-ic and.Air Force' baisk- that slort, coal abAo rece~ive.
isslit. account fo r. andi inventtirv v'Ital at their rt'sr otstive installations. In
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addition, all military loc-ations Zhat use coal are rteWiL.sia 1e tor estimating their annual crial requiremena and 'eporting the•se needs to the
Rheinau facility. The Defense Fuel Suppi, Cent - award.. coal contrrMuts.
and the Army Contracting Center. Eurcpe. manages them.

D-Reported Coa!

entory Data

DOD reported that as of April 1. 1•-). September 30, 1.98• and December 31. 1988. it had between 306.000 md 419.0M) tons of coal stored in
Germany. Between 63 and 76 percent of the total was anthracite, and
the remainder %as bituminous coal (see apps. II and IIIl). Most of the
U.S. coal stored in Germany was at the Rheinau central storage Facility.
It stored 56 to 63 percent of Doo's reported coal inventory during this
period. Figure 1.2 shows the percent of the total coal stored by location
as of September 30. 1988. Due to Rhcinau's large storage capacity
(400.WX0) metric tons), it maintains a coal reserve for the Army and Air
Force in Germany. Additionally. Rheinau routinely supplies coal to military facilities throughout Germany that have limited or no coal storage
capacity. Other Army locaticns in Germany stored between 28 and 35
pert-nt of DOD's reported coal inventories. Air Force bases in Germany
stored the remaining 9 percent of the coal.

i L2: Coal Inmiwa,, by Location (As
,te mtwr 30 19 )
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curacy of Inventory

ta

Army gndelirtes r,..quire that coal yard per-smnel perform physical
annually. Guidelm-.s aL4) spe-cify pnroedures or shapin," and
me'asuring coal piles to calculate their velumes accurately. For example.
a aiml
pile might h.- vxro.i-shaped. By measuring the height an.] the base
of the cone. the volume can be calculated. Under these guidelines, a variance of i0 percent or less in the total amount of coal, by type and size,
between a physical inventory's results and the storage site's official
inventory records is allowable. The Air Force has similar guidelines.

crcoInn-en(-;

In September 1988. the 200th Theater .Z.rmy Materiei Management
Center's Internal Review Offie evaluat.d Rheinau's fiscal year 1.988
coal inventory valued at abow $17 million. The r-view office could not
issue an opinion on the accuracy of the iny'.ntory because Rheinau did
not follow accepted procedures ror conducting inventories. First, most
coal stockpiles were not uniformly shaped, making accurate measurement difficult or impossible. Second, stockpiles were not properly measured aue partially to the poor coaidition of the stockpiles. Third.
Rheinau did not follow proper inventory count techniques that require
two teams to count the stock and a third count to resolve any discrepancies. The Center -;aid that corrective action would be taken by the time
Rheinau perfor-ted its next scheduled inventory at the end of the fiscat
year.
To relieve doubts about the accuracy of the reported coal inventory at
Rheinau and to assist our review efforts, the Army deided to perform a
spe•ial or out-of-cycle phy.cad inventory at Rheinau in May 1989. We
observed the sp.xvial inventory, including the shaping and the measuring
of coal pile- and the c.dculations of volum-•s. We de'ermined that coal
yard personnel performed the inventory satLsfactorily.
Later in May 1989., Rheinau officials contr-a'ted for another inventoryr.n independent aerial survey to confirn the earlier inventory's accuracy. We compared the resulting measurements with the e-arlic: manual
inventory. The results uf both .nventories differed f.om Rheinau's official inventory record by less than the allowable 10-percent variance.
although some of the individual coal piles showed a larger %.Priance.
I *sing the manual inve!,tory as a bwMeline, we then reconciled 1w)o's
.treported inventory data for the :h.-'e specified datts with Rnein1au's
official inveimory recortds.
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In responding to our draft report. DOD agreed that the differences
between the inventories were within the allowable variance and added
that the aerial survey was within 1.4 percent of earlier estimates.

Army

Locations

No recent audit of coal operations addressing inventory practices had
been conducted at any of the Army bases in Germany, since a 1982
report by the Office of th,- Auditor General, US. Army, Europe. 1 his
report idetitified a number of deficiencies that could affect inventory
accuracy.I For example, the report noted coal piles were estimated and
measurements were adjusted to make quantities agree with stock
records. some coal piles were not maintained in shapes that could be
accurately me-,.sured; and the same personnel who maintained the stock
record balances also performed the inventories. The audit concluded
that, as a result, stock record balances could not be verified and there
was no a-surance that losses or diversions of coal had not occurred.
In view of the 1982 audit and similar findings in the previous Rheinau
audit, we were unwilling to accept the accuracy of the inventory data at
the three Army locations, unless the Army performed special inventories for us to observe. However, the Army did not do this because of (1)
the costs involved and (2) insufficient tine to award a contract f,."performing the inventories and provide us %ith the results prior to completion of our work. Instead, coal yard officials gave uw inventory results
far the previous year and said that the inventories had been performed
in accordance with the Army's guidelines.
In response to our draft report. Doo stated that since the 1982 Army
Audit Agency report the Army has instituted a number of corrective
actions to improve its coal inventory procedures, such as training coal
inspectors on how to perform inventories and emphasizing to coal yard
supervisors the need to maintain uniformly shaped cal piles. no'
believ--s that the Army's inventory procedures are now thorough and
the reported inventories at the Army locations are accurate.

Air Force Locations

At the two Air Force locations we visited, Bitburg and Spangdahlem. we
found that no physical inventories of coal had ever been conducted. As a
result, base officials agreed to conduct physical inventories in May 198.9
for us to observe.
'Audbt
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Coal yard personnel performed the inventory satisfactorily. However,
for two of the tlur types of coal stored at Bitburg. the inventory results
greatiy exceeded the amounts shown on stock record cards. For exampie, the physical inventory team replrted 55 percent more anthracite
coal than was recorded on tie stock records. The responsible Air Force
official could provide no reasons for this or the other wide variance. The
official said that Bitburg personnel plan to review their records.
At Spangdahlem the coal yard personnel were unable to accurately measure the coal piles because the piles could not be properly shaped due to
excess coal on hand rn-ulting from inadequately matching supplies on
hand with user needs. According to base officials, a proper inventory
could not be conducted until the "overstocked" situation abates.
To address the inventory accuracy issue, DOw stated that the Air Force
will develop an alternative inventory assesment technique by the first
quarter of fiscal year 1990. The Air Force will also consider including
coal inventory as a material wealuess in the next Air Force Federal
Managers. Financial Integrity Act report to DxD.

Coal
Data

[OIRteported

Sonsumption

As shown in figure 1.3, oXo's reported consumption of U.S. coal in
Europe decreased 48 percent, from about 505,000 metric tons in fiscal
year 1983 to about 262000 metric tons in fiscal year 1988. Most of this
decrease was in anthracite coal consumption, which fell 62 percent.
Bituminous coal consumption decreased 26 percent (see app. IVM
ma cited two major remos for this reduction. One is the Army's and
Air Force's reduction in overall heating energy demand. For example, as
part of its energy conservation program, the Army modified buildings
and installed heating controls. According to the Army, its heating energy
demand decreased 24 percent from fiscal year 1983 to fiscal year 1988.
The Air Force reported a 20-percent reduction in it-%energy consumption

during this period.
The Army also con rerted many of its facilities to other heating energy
sources. In fiscal year 1983, the Army used coal and oil to meet 90 percent of its heating energy demand. By fiscal year 1988. the Army used
more dLitrict heat,' the coal and oil use rates declined to 015 percent of
total heating energy demand.
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The Army provided us two scenaros regarding its future coal consumption in Germany. One is based on -approved- heating conversions and

the other on approved and "planned" conversions to either district hee"
or gas.%Because the Air Force is still developing its heating conversion
plans, it reported a constant consumption level of about 71,000 metric
tons per year. Consequently, the Army's consumption decrease accounts
for the total projected decrease in DOD's consumption from the end of
fiscal years 1988 to 1992 (see fig 1.4).

,pproved and Planned
bnversions

At the beginning of fscal year 1989, the Army had completed or partially completed 86 of 100 signed contracts for converting its heating
facilities in Germany to alternative energy sources. During fiscal years
1989 through 1992, the Army plans to complete the other 14 conver-ions-12 of the conversions are to district heat and 2 are to gas. Undei
this scenario, the Army projects that between fiscal years 1989 and
1992 its total coal consumption will decrease about 113,000 metric tons.

'An "apped
twt* omnversion maa cotract upwd by all rrvlmnt partuem A -planned- hrsti
cownivom ma
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fn&d to the Ser ary of the Army for approava
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Of this total decrease, anthracite coal accounts for 42 percent and bituminous coal for 58 percent (see app. V).
In November 1988, the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (Engineer),
US. Any. Europe, submitted 24 additional conversion plans to the Secretary of the Army. In August 1989, the Secretary of the Army notified
the Congress of the planned converions. After a!l the conversions are
completed, the Army estimates that between fiscal years 1989 and 1992,
its total coal consumption in Germany will decrease about 133,000 metne tons. Of this total decrease, anthracite coal acceunts for about 415
percent and bituminous coal for about 55 percent (see app. VI).

ccuray of

We could not verify the accuracy of Doo's coal v.nsumption data for fiscal year 1982 because the Ai Force data for t nat time period had not

bnsumption Data

been retained and, therefore, the overall data were incomplete. Also, it
was impractical Lo verify fisal year 1983 through 1987 coal consumption data because it would ihvolve a review of thousands of coal-fired
boiler usage records that would be time-consuming and labor-intensive.
Ilowever, DOD coal consumption data for fiscal year 1988 appeared to be
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accurate because it matched, with minor exceptions, with the data
reported on source documents maintained at the facilities and their
commands.
We found that the coal consumption projections for fiscal years 1989
through 1992 for the three Army communities appvred to be reasonable. The projections were based on 1988 coal consumption data and
they reasonabiy reflected plans for converting existing heating plants to
other energy sources. For example, 71 of 73 approved heating plant conversions in the Army's V and VII Corps were on schedule. Therefore, the
coal consumption projections for their 71 approved conversions were
accurate. The other two conversions were not on schedule. One conversion had not been completed on time, although this was not reflect'd in
DoD's projection. In the second case, the actual conversion date differed
from the date in ooo's projection by one year.
Because the Air Force had not yet finalized its heating conversion plans,
it projected that coal consumption would remain constant at about
71,000 metric tons per year during fiscal year 1989 through 1992.
According to Air Force officials, however, an ongoing engineering study
may recommend a reduction of coal consumption beginning in fiscal
year 1992.

:atching Reported
OD Coal Inventories
rith Projected oail

onsumpion

According to Dwo, it had about 316,000 and 102,000 metric tons of
anthracite and bitundnous coal, respectively, on hand as of September

30,1988 (see app. ll). Based on approved heating plant conversions and
Doo's reported coal inventory levels, these on-hand inventory totals will
be sufficient to satisfy demands for anthracite cord through at least fiscal year 1993 (see fig. 1.5)L If planned conversions are added, the onhand inventory will satisfy projected demands through fiscal year 1994
(see fig. 1.6). In the case of bituminous coal, less than a 1-year supply is
available. These estimate are based on the assumption that no additional shipments of -valwill be made. Furthermore, these estimates
could change, given the potential coal inventory data ir"accurades that
could affect about 40 percent of the total inventory, the implementation
of 2-7 conversions certified by the Secretary of Defense, and the uncertainty in actual conversion dates.
Detailed inventory and consumption data supporting figures 1.5 and 1.6
are contained in ippendixes Ill, V, and VI.
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OD-Reported Coal Inventory by Lo~cation
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iendix III

OD-Reported Coal Inventory by Type and Size
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ppendix IV

iAoa1 Consumption for FiclYears 1983-1988
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iidix V

)al Consumption Based on Approved
rnversions for Fiscal Years 1989-1992
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oal Consumption Based on Approved and
lanmed Conversions for Fiscal Years 1989)92
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jecftves, Scope, and Methodology

During the past year, some members of the Congress expressed concern
about the accuracy of coa inventory and consumption data reported by
iDoo for its facilities in Europe. They said that the data were constantly
changing and. therefore, probably erroneous. As a result, the Ranking
Minority Member, Subcommittee on General Services, Federalism, and
the District of Columbia. Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs.
asked us to verify DOD's ata-. The specific objectives of our review were
to verify the acturacy of Doo-reported coal inventories as of April 1,
1988. September 30, 1988, and December 31. 1988. We were also asked
to review past, current, and projected coal consumption at Doo facilities
in Europe.
We visited the Defense Energy Programs Office, Washington. D.C.. and
the headquarters of the US. Army and Air Force, Europe, to obtain data
on the type and ar.ount of coal on hand and consumed at 44 US. Army
and 6 Air Force locations in Germaity. We selected six locations for
detailed review.
As requested, we reviewed Rhemnau because it stored about 60 percent
of Doo's coal in Germany as of September 30, 1988. We chose the Army
communities at Nuernberg. Schweinfurt, and Hanau because, as of the
end of fiscal year 1988, they had the largest reported Army coal inventories in Germany and accounted for 39 percent of Army coaL Similarly,
we selected Bitburg and Spangdahlem Air Force Bases because, as of the
end of fiscal year 1988. they accounted for 66 percent of the reported
coal stored by all Air Force bases in Germany. As agreed with your
office, we limited our detailed work on actual consumption data at these
locations to fiscal year 1988 for two reasons. First, we could not verify
txo's reported coal consumption data for fiscal year 1982 because the
Air Force supporting data for that time period had not been retained
and. therefore, the overall data were incomplete. Second, we did not try
to verify fiscal year 1983 through 1987 consumption data because it
would have involved a time-consuming and labor-intensive review of
thousands of coal-firea boiler usage records. However, wre did review
consumption trends for earlier years as a basis for reviewing noo's projetcted levels of coal usage for fiscal years 1989 through 1992.
To verify txtt's coal inventory data. we reviewed the physical inventory
proess andi or the coal inventory records at the six coal-haadling locations we visited. At three of these locations--Rheinau and the two Air
Force bases-ivwe observed coal yard personnel conducting physical
inventories. We aLso obtained the results of a special inventory the
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Army performed at Rheinau using a photogr.-nnrwtrical survey.' and we
compared these retsults to the .trmys maniual inventory method. We
teviewed past physital inventory documents at the three Army
communities.
At each of the six lotcations. we aLso reviewed applicabie inventosy
records for April through D)tecmber 1988. Our review of inventory
records Itchided nt.onthly ct"al activity reports. stack record -ard:. and
receipt and is•ue documemts. Finally. we attempted to reenicilie the ofticial inventory re-corLs (stork record c-.-ds) with physical inventory
result, anti [INm)-reXptortet inventory da:a.
To verify pasLt toal consumr, ion data. we tracevd the data replzrted by
tit) back to summary or cov esolidated reports at the Rheinan central coal
facility anti at the Army's % and Ill Corps headquarters and. in turn. to
specific s•orre documents for various coal-burning military facilities in
Germany.
We also revitewed the Army's and Air Force's projected coal consumption data for fiscal years 19,9 through 1992. To assess the reasonableneiss (if thtese projections, we obtained information on the number of
contracts signed or planned for converting heating plants from coa! to
other energy siouirces. Flurthermore. at the Army's V and VII Corps headquarters, we reviewed all heating conversion contracts to verify that the
contract completion dates matched the dates used in developing the projections. We reviewed individual heating facility consumption records
and heating conversion plans for three Army communities and discussed
heating conversion progrte-s with engineering officials.
We also compart-d rep#rtevd txi) coal inventory data with proje*ted coal
consumption rates to determine how long existing invcntories could last.
Our comparison was ba-wd on the on-hbad coal inventory as of September 30. 1988. and the ,pprnved and planned heating plant conversion%
and ar asirrmption that no additiona! coal shipments would be made.
We conducted muir review from .lanuary to September 1989 in accordance with i geutralrllly ai. -1I)edgovernment auditint, standards.
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Comments From the Department of Defense
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22. 1989

(i/EP)

Mr- Frank C. Conahan
Assistart Comptroller General
National Security and International
Affairs Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
W~ashington, DC 20548
Dear

Mr. CcnahAn-

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the General
LOGISTIC: Coal
Accounti• Cff-ce (GAO) draft report, KIL.2iAI
Inventory and Consumption in the Federal apublic of Gaeaany," dated
The DoD generally
October 31, 1989 (GAO Code 391627), OSW Case 8168.
concurs with the reptrt, but of fers the following clarifications.
The DOD emphasizes that, as of September 1988, DoD facilities in
Europe had a mxnion of five years' supply of anthracite on hand.
These stocks will probably last longer, since Only Mt size
anthracite will be consue by Fiscal Year (MY) 1993, at the
earliest. Othe: sizes of anthracite will last at least until
FY 1998, at pro3ected levels of use.

ee commient I

The GAD reported that records could not be verified at specific
locations without a new inventory.
While technically correct, the
report implies that existing data are unreliable. The DoD points
out, however, that: in all ca-ws where tim &nd resours were
available to perfo-s new inventories, the data previously reported
A more fair picture would
were verified or fcund to be conservative.
be presented if the report showed both the previously estimated and
actual inventory data, where available.
The GAO also reported that the Army did not comply %nthinternal
control procedures requiring annual physical inventories with
While not directly
properly shaped coal piles at Rlheinau.
responsible for coal i.nventory, the U.S. A.uy Europe coduJcted a
special inventory of the coal yard in Kay 1989. This invtory
consisted of a -fly over" technique recomnended by the GR for its
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accuracy. The results verified the Rhainau inventory to be within
1.6 Percet Of earlier estimates -

See commetT~ 2
*In

adition, the GAO noted internal control inventory problems at
three other Army locations and discussed problem ifntified by the
Army Auditor General in 1982. The Army concurred with all of the
findings and recommndations concerning coal receipt, handling and
inventories reportpd in the earlier audit and instituted corrective
actions to improve its coal accounting procedures. Indicaticns are
that the Army coal accounting procederes are now thorough and reflect
accurate inventories at all locations. This accuracy has been
maintained ev
though, as the result of congressionally directed
procur.mut the supply of anthracite coal in Germany is now five to
ten times the Army requirement.
At several Air Fores locations the GAO idetified coal excesses
so larg that thai prevented the proper shaping of coal piles
necessary for invenory verification. It should be recognized that
these mncsses reslted finm purchases directed by the Congress. To
adress the inventory accuracy issue, during the first quarter of
FT 1990 the Air Force will develop an alternative inventory
techique. The Air Force will also consider includin
asesso
c-oal invenory as a materia veakness in the next, Air Force Assurance
Stat.
Overall, the GAO report presents an accurate discussion regarding
cogressional restrictions on conversion. en.irotmental concerns of
Gaeran cmmuities, and an accurate baseline on coal inventories.
The DoD appreciates the opportunity to c-n on the draft report.
Sincerely,
Jack Katze.
Assistant Secretary of Defense
oduction and Logistics)
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The following are GAO'S additional comments on DOD's lecter dated
December 22, 1989.

AO

Comments

I1 We do not believe that a comparison of previous actual and estimated
inventory data by location is relevant to the accuracy of the data for the
current invtitory. Moreover, the report points out that we c'uld only
verify actual u-rrent inventory data at two of the six locations
reviewed.
2. After we received DOD's written comments, DOD advised us that the 1.6
percent difference between earlier estimates and the aerial survey
should be 1.4 percent.
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Appendix IX

Major Contributors to This Report

National Security and

George A. Jahnigen. Asustant Director

International Affairs
Division,

Washington, D.C.
European Office

Harry Tym, Evaluator-hICharge
Christina Warren, Evaluator
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